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Vimar’s Arké collection combines excellent technological performance 

with design quality. The lines are always clean and essential, but softer 

and more sinuous in Arké Round and more rigorously geometric in Arké 

Classic. Whatever the version, they provide a wonderful visual expression 

for the latest energy trends. 

The Reflex finish, already available for Arké Round, now adds another 

important touch to Arké Classic, offering a luminous finish that merges 

into most settings. The catalogue already counts seven colors in this 

range (smoke grey, caramel, orange, ice, sagegreen, marine blue, total 

look ice), but now ivory has been added, with a warm, neutral tone. 

The aesthetic harmony of Reflex is intricately tied to a special insert 

molding process that uses all three of the materials in the cover plate, 

thus avoiding the potentially unsightly joints that are part and parcel of 

a more typical mechanical assembly approach. 

The entire Arké range is characterized by an in-depth focus on detail. For 

example, for some finishes, a thin, dark diaphragm runs around the edge 

of the cover plate to create shading that adds a lovely 3D touch and a 

suspended effect. The two-way convex buttons, available in white and 

anthracite grey, fit easily with the entire color range to produce the best 

solution for the room, in a combination of aesthetics and ergonomics. 

Arké is one of the ways Vimar offers designers innovative solutions for 

traditional and automated devices, using radio technology or systems 

developed to the KNX standard. It has a complete product range, 

covering over 200 high-performance functions with intuitive controls that 

simplify operations, even remotely, while offering energy efficiency, safety 

and genuine comfort. 

REFLEX  

A LUMINOUS FINISH FOR 
ARKÉ CLASSIC
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